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Imagine an economy without friction—a new world in which labor,
information, and money move easily, cheaply, and almost instantly. Psst—
it’s here. Is your company ready?

Cars bursting into flames are never a good thing. So when a Tesla Model S ran over a metal object in Kent, Wash., in
October 2013 and burst into flames, owners, potential customers, investors, and company executives got worried. When the
same thing happened a few weeks later in Smyrna, Tenn., federal regulators opened an investigation. We all know what
happens next: a massive recall, costly repairs at dealerships nationwide, and a painful financial hit to the carmaker. Yet none
of that occurred. The problem was that the Model S could lower its chassis at highway speed to be more aerodynamic, and if
debris hit the car’s battery pack in just the wrong way, it could catch fire. So Tesla ( TSLA -1.03% ) beamed a software
update to the affected cars, raising ground clearance at highway speed by one inch. The problem went away. Just four
months after opening their investigation, the regulators closed it.

Using software and the mobilephone network, Tesla avoided any need for a recall. It doesn’t have any dealerships;
customers can configure and order a car online, and they can testdrive cars at companyowned showrooms. Tesla’s
advanced electric technology is simpler than gas or diesel technology, so cars can be built with fewer employees and less
capital. Combine those factors and here’s what happens: General Motors ( GM -0.72% ) creates about $1.85 of market value
per dollar of physical assets, while Tesla creates about $11. GM creates $240,000 of market value per employee, while Tesla
creates $2.9 million. You don’t get differences like that just by being more efficient. Tesla, though in the same business as
GM, is a fundamentally different idea.

GM is changing, but for now it’s still a 20thcentury corporation. Tesla is a 21stcentury corporation, built for sweeping new
realities that change the rules of success. The big theme is the arrival of the longheralded frictionfree economy, a new
world in which labor, information, and money move easily, cheaply, and almost instantly. Companies are forming starkly
new, more fluid relationships with customers, workers, and owners; are rethinking the role of capital (as traditionally
defined), finding they can thrive while owning less and less of it; are creating value in new ways as they reinvent R&D and
marketing; and are measuring their performance by new metrics because traditional gauges no longer capture what counts.
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Not all 21stcentury corporations are glamorous Silicon Valley startups. They can be of any age and in any industry (even
cars). Nike ( NKE -0.14% ) is a 21stcentury corporation, aggressively reinventing manufacturing with 3D printing and
cannily using social media for marketing. General Electric ( GE -0.23% ) is becoming one, if partly as a result of
shareholder frustration and outside pressure. Every company needs to be one.

The new realities begin at capitalism’s foundation, capital. In a frictionfree economy, a company doesn’t need nearly as
much as it used to. Consider the world’s most valuable company, Apple ( AAPL -1.30% ). Unlike Google ( GOOG -0.08% )
and Microsoft ( MSFT 0.00% ), the second and third most valuable firms, Apple gets most of its revenue from selling
physical products. Yet the company says “substantially all” of its products are made by others. Because it can coordinate
vastly complex global supply chains, it can pay those firms, mostly Foxconn, to make its products and get them where they
need to be on time. Apple has even rented other companies’ servers to host its iCloud service so that it can add or remove
capacity easily, paying only for what it needs.

The Apple continuum: Foxconn employees on the line in Shenzen, China
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The U.S. government classifies Apple as a manufacturer, and with some 500 brickandmortar stores worldwide, its total
capital—$172 billion of it, according to the EVA Dimensions consulting firm—is immense. But in traditional models it
would need much more. Its achievement is using that capital to stunning effect, creating a market value of $639 billion. By
comparison, Exxon Mobil ( XOM
barely half as much as Apple’s.

0.61% ) uses far more capital, $304 billion, to create a market value, $330 billion, that’s

Those are companies that make and sell physical stuff. A frictionfree economy also enables companies with virtually no
physical capital to compete powerfully with capitalheavy incumbents. It’s often observed with wonder that Alibaba
( BABA 1.70% ) is the world’s most valuable retailer but holds no inventory, that Airbnb is the world’s largest provider of
accommodations but owns no real estate, and that Uber is the world’s largest car service but owns no cars. Each has found
ingenious ways to take friction out of its industry, connecting buyers and sellers directly and conveniently, enabling new,
nearly capitalfree business models.

Apple Store workers in Tokyo cheer before the launch of the iPhone 6.
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But hold on—actually, those and all 21stcentury corporations own tons of capital. Accounting rules just don’t always call it
that. There is intellectual capital in the form of software, patents, copyrights, brands, and other knowledge; customer capital
in the form of relationships with buyers; and especially human capital. The 21stcentury corporation, even if it makes or sells
physical products, is above all a humancapital enterprise, which raises a profound question: Who really owns it?

It was obvious long ago that law firms consist almost entirely of human capital, so it’s illegal for them to sell stock to the
public; outside stockholders couldn’t own anything of value. Are consulting firms and ad agencies any different? Even
companies that own valuable patents or brands may still get most of their value from human capital. What if the hundred
smartest people left Starbucks ( SBUX 1.05% ) or Johnson & Johnson ( JNJ 0.28% ) or Walt Disney ( DIS -0.54% ), or
what if a crazed CEO tried to destroy each company’s titaniumstrength culture? In the 21stcentury corporation, whether
it’s acknowledged or not, employees own most of the assets because they are most of the assets.
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That reality is affecting corporate structure. The number of U.S. corporations increased only modestly and their revenues
rose 150% from 1990 to 2008, says the IRS (using the most recent available data), while the number of proprietorships and
partnerships, which are owned by their managers, increased far more, and their revenues rose 394%. The 21stcentury
corporation isn’t always a corporation.
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Most businesses will have to create value in new ways or lose out to competitors that do so, often with Internetenabled
business models. The trend is as old as the Internet’s early days, when a slew of web insurance upstarts forced termlife
premiums to plunge 50% or more—and when userfriendly hotel and airlinebooking sites put some 18,000 travel agents
out of business almost overnight. Now entrepreneurs are extending the trend into physical products in sophisticated ways.
Warby Parker sells highquality eyeglasses for a small fraction of what traditional retailers charge by using a lowfriction
online model; private investors recently valued the firm at $1.2 billion. Even an industry that seems highly resistant to online
disruption, consumer packaged goods, is threatened. Harry’s and Dollar Shave Club, which make and sell men’s grooming
products online, are forcing Gillette (owned by Procter & Gamble) ( PG
quality, for the first time.

0.20% ) to promote its wares on value, not just

The trend is especially frightening for even established category leaders because even if they switch to new, lowfriction
business models, they could still end up smaller and less profitable than they were. That’s because “some tech and tech
enabled firms destroy more value for incumbents than they create for themselves, and many gains are competed away in the
form of consumer surplus,” says the McKinsey Global Institute. For example, Microsoft’s Skype service brought in some $2
billion in 2013, yet McKinsey calculates that in that year Skype transferred $37 billion away from oldguard telecom firms to
consumers by giving them free or lowcost calls.
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Other new business models have similar stories. San Francisco’s taxi regulator reported that the number of fares per licensed
cab fell 65% from March 2012 to July 2014 as Uber, Lyft, and others entered the market. Uber—read “How Uber plays the
tax shell game” from this issue—is currently valued at $51 billion by its investors. Meanwhile, the cumulative market value of
every New York City taxi medallion is less than $13 billion, as Fortune reported in September.

When Airbnb entered Austin, hotel revenue dropped 8% to 10%, say Boston University researchers, and “affected hotels
have responded by reducing prices, an impact that benefits all consumers, not just participants in the sharing economy.” Yet
the new companies causing the disruptions collect only a fraction of what the incumbent firms lose.

The 21stcentury corporation will increasingly be an ideabased business, operating not just in infotech but also in media,
finance, pharmaceuticals, and other industries that consume lots of brainpower. McKinsey finds that while “assetlight, idea
intensive sectors” generated 17% of Western companies’ profits in 1999, they generate 31% today. The losers in that shift are
capital and laborintensive sectors like construction, transportation, utilities, and mining. That doesn’t mean companies in
those industries are doomed. As Tesla shows, they may be able to prosper if they’re reimagined.

Growth before profits: Amazon exemplifies companies that are willing to report little profit while they invest (as in this fulfillment center in Rugeley, Britain) in order
to grow while opportunities are greatest.
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Or they can succeed if they redefine success. An intensifying source of pressure on companies of all kinds is the rise of
competitors willing to sacrifice profits for growth. Frequently they are familyowned or stateowned companies that have
achieved massive scale in emerging markets. For example, Alcoa’s ( AA 4.72% ) recent decision to split into two companies,
a hightech materials business and a commodity aluminum producer, was prompted in part by the cost advantage achieved
by giant Chinese aluminum smelters; forced to compete with them, Alcoa’s commodity business was dragging down the
whole company. As emergingmarket companies increase their share of global business—they’re now about 30% of the
Fortune Global 500—the profit pressure will increase.

Further pressure will come from another category of 21stcentury corporations that sacrifice profits for growth, those that
see vast territories to be grabbed in newmodel businesses. Exhibit A is Amazon ( AMZN 1.58% ), which famously reports
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little or no profit quarter after quarter. Investors agree with CEO Jeff Bezos that the money is better invested in expansion;
future profits will be that much greater as a result. The stock recently hit an alltime high.

Some of the deepest rethinking to be done by 21stcentury employers will follow from this question: What happens when the
labor market becomes frictionfree? It’s clearly headed that way, as the rise of the gig economy shows. Companies still
employ fulltime workers who aren’t really needed full time, but keeping them on staff is easier than constantly hiring and
firing. At least it used to be. Now employers are hiring millions of workers worldwide to do informationbased work through
online marketplaces such as Upwork; each worker is rated by previous employers, and you don’t pay unless you’re satisfied
with the work. While much of the work is routine, like language translation, a marketplace called HourlyNerd rents out
former consultants and top businessschool graduates to help with strategic planning, financial analysis, and other high
level tasks; customers are mostly small and mediumsize businesses but have also included giants like General Electric and
Microsoft.

Project the trend a few steps further, and the whole model of employment could change fundamentally. Employeeowned
businesses are likely to increase, but they’re just one option among many, which may eventually include a far more radical
structure. Former Cisco ( CSCO -0.51% ) CEO John Chambers said in June that “soon you’ll see huge companies with just
two employees—the CEO and the CIO.” It’s crazy, except that Chambers has a record of making crazy predictions (like
opening your hotelroom door with your smartphone) that eventually come true.
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Even employers that continue with plenty of employees will probably change the relationship. “It’s possible to measure the
outcome in almost any job now, so you can reward people accordingly,” an executive of a performanceevaluation software
maker told Fortune recently. As a result, top performers are being paid more, and the rest are getting less. Aon Hewitt
reports that virtually all large employers now offer bonuses to regular salaried employees, often for achieving specific

periodic goals like collecting more receivables or other performance metrics that are now easy to track. When individual
performance was cumbersome to measure, pay was less differentiated and underperformers could keep their jobs. No more.

What’s true for workers is true for the 21stcentury corporation itself. As friction disappears and ambitious new competitors
arise in emerging markets, underperforming companies can’t hide. Winners will win bigger, and the rest will fight harder for
what’s left. Ideaintensive sectors “are developing a winnertakeall dynamic, with a wide gap between the most profitable
firms and everyone else,” says new research from the McKinsey Global Institute. More generally, competition is simply
getting tougher. Global corporate profits recently totaled about 10% of world GDP, says MGI, a number we may someday
recall with envy; the profit share could shrink to 8% by 2025, MGI predicts, barely more than it was in 1980. Result: “As
profit growth slows, there will be more companies fighting for a smaller slice of the pie.”

It’s a world in which corporations, though fighting ever harder, keep less of the global economy’s output—seemingly the
recipe for a declining role in world affairs. Yet for many 21stcentury corporations it will be just the opposite. Some are
achieving the scale of nations, a new phenomenon. Conducting billions of searches a day, Google possesses better realtime
knowledge of what’s going on in the world than any government does; research shows it can predict disease outbreaks, stock
market movements, and much else, and could influence elections if it wanted to. With 1.5 billion users, Facebook has a
bigger population than China does and can accurately describe its users’ personalities and predict their success in work and
romance. On any given day, Apple probably has more cash on hand than the U.S. Treasury. Bharti Airtel, an Indian telecom
company, has about as many customers as the U.S. has residents. With 2.2 million workers, Walmart employs more people
than any other organization on earth except the U.S. and Chinese defense departments.

And now one more mindbending concept for the 21st century: Corporations, even as some achieve colossal stature, will on
average live shorter lives than they used to. The trend is striking: The average life span of companies in the S&P 500 has
declined from 61 years in 1958 to about 20 years now, says Yale’s Richard Foster, who predicts further steady declines. Well
before the 21st century’s end, the concept of companies as continuing institutions could even cease to be the norm.

After all, why do companies exist? The English economist Ronald Coase won a Nobel Prize in economics for answering that
question. In the theoretical world, the global economy spins like a top based on price signals between individual operators,
with no apparent need for big companies. But in the real world, as Coase pointed out, “there are negotiations to be
undertaken, contracts have to be drawn up, inspections have to be made, arrangements have to be made to settle disputes,
and so on.” That is, there are transaction costs—friction—and consolidating transactions inside companies is the most
efficient way of handling them. Now, as technology shrinks those costs, many companies are unbundling themselves,
outsourcing functions to others, crowdsourcing R&D, and exchanging employees for contractors. A continual Hollywood
model, in which people and resources come together to achieve a goal and then disperse to other projects, may become
common across the economy. It’s happening already.

The good news is that accelerating change, creative destruction, and new business models are all opportunities for the
venturesome. A unifying theme as the economy transforms is that in almost every business, barriers to entry are coming
down. Opportunity is more widely available than ever. Every person and every organization can possess the 21st century’s
most valuable assets: openness to new ideas, ingenuity, and imagination.

Related articles:
• Don’t be fooled by unicorn valuations
• How Uber plays the tax shell game

• How Uber plays the tax shell game
• This is the tech that’s changing the way companies do business

A version of this article appears in the November 1, 2015 issue of Fortune with the headline “Every aspect of your business is
about to change.”
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